Market Update—Test & Measurement

Outline

New Speaker and Acoustic Measurement Solutions
Recognized globally for its innovation and manufacturing
quality, Italian loudspeaker manufacturer Outline is a respected
name in the global sound reinforcement industry. Founded in the
northern Italian city of Brescia in 1973 by Guido Noselli, Outline’s
continued development of loudspeaker technology created
numerous innovations and milestone designs in professional audio.
As a result of five decades of continuous research, Outline has
produced the ET250-3D turntable, a “transversal” measurement
instrument that provides the data for precise analysis of a
loudspeaker’s characteristics. Initially conceived for in-house use
exclusively, the turntable design evolved to become an industry
standard, in daily use by some of the world’s largest technology
companies and also by many loudspeaker manufacturers, as well
as universities and research institutes throughout the world.
High-profile users include Apple, Google, Amazon, Microsoft,
Intel, Lucasfilm, Dolby, MIT, and many more, where it is used
on a daily basis to measure everything from antennae, solar
panels, hearing aids, and smart devices to loudspeaker systems
and transducers, mobile comms devices, microphones, domestic
appliances, and even medical equipment.
The original turntable concept of a high-precision, computercontrolled turntable capable of placing significant loads with
perfect accuracy in a measurement environment has now been
further developed, with the creation of two new models to suit
different speed and load requirements.
The Outline ET50-3D and ET250R2-3D turntables both
feature a new Ergal aluminum hardware design, which achieves
military-spec mechanical resistance while considerably reducing
the overall weight. Additionally, both feature a wider choice of
rotation speeds with enhanced maximum handling loads and a
simple user interface with an input/output communications port
based on TTL signals. However, the key to their accessibility,
data acquisition, and control is the network interface, allowing
remote control via standard Ethernet protocols—an area that
Outline always pioneered for its speakers and line array systems.

Outline’s ET System measurement turntables are available in the
ET50-3D and the ET250R2-3D models to suit different speed and load
requirements.
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Each turntable has an individual IP address and the user
simply connects this to an existing LAN to control it via the
provided software or via one of several third-party measurement
systems. Control libraries for Matlab and Python are available
and both devices are controllable by any software with Ethernet
control capabilities.
This facilitates automated polar measurements via seamless
integration with various measurement software suites, including
Audio Precision, Audiomatica’s Clio, Listen Inc.’s SoundCheck,
Klippel, NTi Audio, and ARTA. The combination of Outline
hardware and the user’s choice of control software enables
precision placement of the object under test, with repeatability
and accuracy of the test results.
As with all Outline products, the ET50-3D and the ET250R2-3D
measurement turntables are engineered and manufactured to
the highest standards, with the models capable of safely and
accurately orienting loads of up to 200kg (440 lb.) and 1000kg
(2200 lb.) respectively.

Globe Source Radiator

GSR offers a high-SPL solution for acoustics measurements in all
environments, including large venues and spaces.
The Outline GSR is a high-power omnidirectional sound source
that delivers a perfectly spherical and physically robust design,
generating a homogeneous sound field from its specially shaped
loudspeaker membranes to assure perfect isotropic directivity.
Numerous essential acoustic parameters may be derived from
measurements made using it as a sound source. These include
Clarity Indices (C50, C80), Intelligibility Indices (AlCons, STI,
RASTI, etc.), Reverberation Time (RT60), Early Decay Time (EDT),

The Outline GSR kit includes the NG01 Noise Generator and L3000 DSP
compact amplifier.

Soundproofing Power, Impulse Response and Intensity (G), and
others. The Outline GSR solution is also fully ISO10140, ISO354,
ISO3382, and DIN 52210 compliant.
Crafted out of top-quality void-free birch ply and finished in
super-tough polyurea coating technology, the robust spherical
enclosure features an Ergal aluminum inner structure that houses
12 5” neodymium-magnet transducers and is the first such device
to include a bass reflex design to extend its frequency response.
The GSR’s custom-designed transducers feature high power-tosize ratio Neodymium magnets with additional ferrofluid cooling,
thus increasing thermal power dissipation and making it possible
for the GSR to handle up to double the power of conventional
loudspeakers.
Rated for 1000W RMS (4000W peak) total power handling,
the Outline GSR is capable of producing a maximum SPL of over
130.3 dB, a figure far in advance of any other comparable product
presently available and a remarkable output from a spherical
loudspeaker only 31cm in diameter.
The GSR is also available as a part of a complete user-ready
kit, comprising a GSR, NG01 Noise Generator, Outline’s L3000 DSP
compact amplifier plus all the necessary cables, a transportation
bag, and a set of mounting accessories, providing a portable
setup ready for immediate deployment. The Outline NG01
noise generator can be controlled with a radio remote control
and delivers White or Pink noise with XLR balanced outputs. A
dedicated self-powered subwoofer kit is also available and is
suitable for applications where measurements of low frequency
data are required.
www.outline.it/measurement

Designed in collaboration with the Department of Mechanical
And Industrial Engineering at the prestigious Brescia University in
Lombardy, and engineered in Italy by Outline, the new Globe Source
Radiator (GSR) high-power omnidirectional sound source solution
provides a vital tool for acoustic analysis. Complemented with the
Outline NG01 noise generator that can be controlled with a radio
remote control, and the portable Outline L3000 DSP amplifier, the

The Outline Globe Source Radiator (GSR) is a high-power
omnidirectional sound source that helps eliminate diffractions,
reflections, and other anomalies, which can compromise the accuracy of
data measurements.

www.virtins.com
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